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Abstract— The performance and robustness of power-
autonomous fuel cell operation depends on balance-of-plant
controls, for instance, reactant flow, water and temperature
management from it’s own power. Transient performance in
fuel cell power delivery is highly associated with air supply con-
trol among those. We present here inherent design limitations
on autonomous operation of PEM fuel cells with compressor-
driven air supply. To this end, we model and analyze the
dynamics of a fuel cell system equipped with a compressor
driven by the fuel cell itself. The analysis results clarify funda-
mental performance limitations in regulating oxygen delivery
into the cathode. Several control architectures are proposed to
demonstrate these limitations analytically and with simulations.

Index Terms— Fuel cells, power systems, linear control,
feedback control, bandwidth limitation, non-minimum phase
system

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of the air delivery system in proton ex-
change membrane (PEM) fuel cell (FC) is widely recognized
with several limitations on air supply control repeatedly
reported in [1], [2], [3], [4]. For example, fuel cells, when
operating with low gas flows to minimize parasitic losses,
are prone to partial oxidant starvation during dynamic load
changes even with optimized flow field design. The temporar-
ily low oxidant stoichiometry produces cell voltage drop,
resulting in local temperature increase. Anomalous operat-
ing conditions can cause not only reversible performance
decrease but irreversible degradation [5], [6].

The oxygen is supplied through the air supply and it is
typically achieved with a blower or a compressor. Although
the compressor absorbs a significant amount of power and
increases the fuel cell parasitic losses, it is preferred to a
blower due to the resulting high power density (kW/m3).
A blower is typically not capable of pushing high flow
rates through small channels; thus the blower requires large
channel volumes, and thus larger stacks. Note here that
there have been many studies analyzing the tradeoff between
FC power density and parasitic losses from the air supply
device [7]. Comparison of the dynamic flow capabilities of
a FC system with a blower and a compressor can be found
in [8]. It is shown that the two systems are dynamically
similar in providing air flow in the cathode channels. The
blower spends time spinning its rotor inertia, which is
typically bigger than the compressor inertia, whereas the
compressor spends time pushing the air and elevating the
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Fig. 1. Power-autonomous FC stack system

supply manifold pressure to significantly higher operating
pressures than the ones in a blower supply.

The tradeoff between satisfying net power requirements
and maintaining optimum oxygen excess ratio in the stack
during load step changes is first defined in [9]. We show
here the the limitations discussed in [9] are more critical
when the compressor motor draws its power directly from
the fuel cell in the case of an autonomous fuel cell operation.
The limitations are analyzed based on a low order fuel
cell model in Sec. II and Appendix I. In Sec. III, we
discuss two feedforward control construction architectures
(Ist-based and Inet-based) and compare them analytically
and with simulation. Feedback control bandwidth limitations
are clarified in Sec. IV. Finally, a proportional integral (PI)
controller is used in Sec. V to demonstrate the bandwidth
limitations that the compressor power coupling introduces to
the oxygen regulation problem.

II. POWER-AUTONOMOUS OPERATION OF FC SYSTEM

In high pressure PEM fuel cell system, a compressor
supplies the air flow necessary for the reaction associated
with the current drawn, Ist from the fuel cell as shown in
Fig. 1. For several reasons [9], [10], the air supplied to the
cathode should exceed the air necessary for reaction. The
oxygen excess ratio λ

O2
(see Eq. (17) in Appendix) is a

convenient lumped variable, which if regulated to a desired
value (λref

O2
= 2) ensures adequate supply of oxygen in the

fuel cell stack.
In this study, we focus on the dynamic behavior and the air

flow control problem of a power-autonomous fuel cell stack
system. The problem is directly associated with the electrical
and flow coupling between the compressor and the fuel cell
stack. We consider here the case where the compressor is
driven from the fuel cell, which is shown in Fig. 1. The total
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current drawn from the fuel cell stack, Ist is defined by the
net current Inet, which is the current from the FC to the load,
and is augmented by the current load drawn from the all of
the FC auxiliaries and particularly the compressor load, Icm

Ist = Inet + Icm. (1)

Here it is considered that the compressor motor contributes
to the largest percent of FC parasitic losses through the
current drawn Icm directly from the stack bus1. To calculate
the current consumed by the compressor, we assume that
the compressor motor has an ideal power transformer. The
transformer supplies the necessary power Pcm dictated by the
DC motor control signal vcm in (18) by drawing a current
Icm at the FC stack bus voltage vst

Icm = Pcm/vst. (2)

The FC stack voltage vst is given by the polarization curve
in [3], [9]. Thus the compressor motor current is imple-
mented so that Pcm is simply drawn from the stack through
a DC motor control unit instantaneously.

The control objective of regulating performance variable
λ

O2
can be achieved by a combination of feedback and feed-

forward algorithms that automatically define the compressor
motor voltage input vcm. Since the oxygen excess ratio
λ

O2
is not directly measured, we control λ

O2
indirectly by

measuring the compressor flow Wcp and the demanded load.
Fig. 2 shows the feedback and feedforward controllers which
are designed to regulate the oxygen excess ratio in power-
autonomous fuel cell stack system. For results on control of
the air flow and the system pressure using a compressor and
a back throttle, see [4].

Regulating air flow based on the flow rate measurement at
the supply manifold inlet has a potential limitation because
the actual air flow at the cathode inlet is not the same
as that at the compressor outlet, thus causing significant
lag or delay on regulating oxygen excess ratio inside the
stack [1], [3], [4]. On the other hand, high compressor
control effort to overcome the limitation above can cause
instabilities when the compressor draws current directly from
the stack [2]. In the following sections, we will clarify and
quantify these limitations and suggest possible solution to
maximize performance within the limitations.

III. FEEDFORWARD CONTROL DESIGN

A feedforward controller is an obvious choice for oxygen
excess ratio λ

O2
regulation because the load disturbance is

known, whereas, there is only an indirect measurement of
λ

O2
. Feedforward control can accurately regulate λ

O2
to its

desired value at the steady-state if all the model parameters
are known. Specifically, feedforward control to air compres-
sor voltage vff

cm can be applied based on the stack current Ist

or the net current to the load, Inet, i.e. the compressor motor
voltage is vff

cm = f(Ist or Inet). The function f(Ist or Inet)
can be determined by the balance of oxygen mass consumed

1A 75 kW fuel cell stack is typically supplied by 15 kW compressor
power [3], [11].

by the current and the compressor map from vcm to Wcp.
Also adding a feedforward controller may be helpful for this
problem because the compressor voltage can be scheduled
immediately after the current demand is issued, avoiding
sensor or computational delays associated with any feedback
compensation.

Regulating the oxygen supply to the cathode inlet is
directly related with the current drawn from the stack; thus,
feedforward control from the current measurement to the
compressor motor command, Ist to vff

cm, is proposed in [12].
When the air supply compressor load is drawn from its

own stack, the total stack current is the sum of the net
current Inet and the compressor motor load current Icm,
which is calculated from the power consumption of the
motor, Pcm. In small signal analysis, Icm can be expressed
through perturbation of (2) and (12) - (15)

δIcm=kvcm
δvcm − kωcp

δωcp − kvst
δvst (3)

=kvcm
δvcm − kωcp

δωcp + kvst,Ist
δIst − kvst,p

δp
O2

where all kis are positive constants calculated at the nominal
operating point of 40 kW FC net power. Also it is assumed
that vst is a function of the stack current Ist and the oxygen
partial pressure p

O2
. The effect of the nitrogen pressure or

cathode pressure is assumed to be lumped into kvst,p
for

simplicity. Here it is assumed that the electric drive for the
compressor motor has a minimal energy buffer or filter; thus,
compressor motor voltage command instantaneously adds
the current load to the stack within the frequency range of
interest in this work.

When the feedforward control is a function of the stack
current given by δvff

cm = kIst,ff
δIst = kIst,ff

(δInet + δIcm)
and (3) ,

δvff
cm =

kIst,ff

1 − kIst,ff
kvcm

(δInet − kωcp
δωcp

+kvst,Ist
δIst − kvst,p

δp
O2

) (4)

and the resulting stack current δIst = δInet + δIcm, when
the feedforward controller (4) is based on stack current, is

δIst =
1

1 − kvst,Ist
− kIst,ff

kvcm

(δInet − kωcp
δωcp

−kvst,p
δp

O2
). (5)

If we assume a step change Inet,o in net current from the
nominal point Inet,n (ΔInet(s) =

Inet,o

s
) drawn from the

fuel cell with the above feedforward controller, the resulting
initial value of the stack current Ist is

δIst(0) = lim
s→∞

sΔIst(s)

= lim
s→∞

s

[
1

1 − kvst,Ist
− kIst,ff

kvcm

ΔInet(s)

]
=

1

1 − kvst,Ist
− kIst,ff

kvcm

Inet,o

= 1.99Inet,o (6)

since the initial deviations of δω and δp
O2

from the steady-
state value during the step net current are zero. Full lineariza-
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Fig. 2. Schematic of fuel cell with air flow control using compressor
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Fig. 3. Feedforward control comparison

tion using the linmod command in MATLAB R© 2is also used
to confirm that the initial value from unit step Inet to Ist

becomes 1.90, while the steady state stack current is 1.33
from the final value or DC gain.

Another way of constructing feedforward control, which
is suggested in [2], is based on the net current Inet measure-
ment, which replaces Ist. The net current is smaller than the
amount of the entire stack current, but it can still capture the
stack current dynamics and has the ability to regulate λ

O2

in the steady state.
Similar calculations with (5) in the case when δvff

cm =
kInet,ff

δInet show that

δIst =
1 + kvcm

kInet,ff

1 − kvst,Ist

δInet −
kωcp

1 − kvst,Ist

δωcp

−
kvst,p

1 − kvst,Ist

δp
O2

. (7)

The initial value of the stack current Ist with respect to a
step net current is approximately

δIst(0) =
1 + kvcm

kInet,ff

1 − kvst,Ist

Inet,o = 1.70Inet,o (8)

which is also confirmed numerically using MATLAB R©. The
numerical value of initial stack current versus unit net current
input is 1.68, which is smaller than the initial stack current
observed when the feedforward depends on the total stack
current.

2MATLAB is registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.

Fig. 3 depicts a simulation comparison between stack
current feedforward and net current feedforward control.
Both static controllers are designed to achieve λ

O2
= 2

in the steady state with different maps from Ist or Inet to
vff

cm. Although both feedforward controllers achieve oxygen
excess ratio regulation in the steady state, there are dif-
ferences in transient performance when a step net current
of 20 A is drawn, corresponding to a power step from
40 to 45 kW. As can be seen in Fig. 3(a), the Ist-based
feedforward control generates a larger peak in the entire
stack current than in Inet-based feedforward control. The
current increment resulting from the subsequent compressor
work adds another current load leading to a positive feedback
loop. The actual initial peak of the stack current in the
case of Ist feedforward control is greater than the expected
amount from the linearized model because the compressor
motor current Icm exhibits nonlinear behavior as the stack
current increases. Increase in stack current directly degrades
λ

O2
producing a large excursion before sufficient oxygen

is supplied to the cathode (Fig. 3(b)). On the other hand,
λ

O2
recovers faster in Ist feedforward case because the

compressor is forced to blow more air at the initial transient
with larger Ist. The time constant of λO2 recovery depends
on the eigenvalues of the system including feedforward
controller, s = −3.12, −3.91, −23.3, −71.4. The Inet-
based feedforward control recovers λ

O2
slower than the

stack current feedforward associated with the slightly slower
eigenvalues, s = −3.12, −3.29, −19.7, −71.3.

IV. FEEDBACK CONTROL LIMITATION

To improve the steady-state λ
O2

regulation despite mod-
eling errors or device aging, a feedforward controller vff

cm

can be combined with the feedback controller based on the
compressor flow measurement Wcp (shown in Fig. 2). The
setpoint map in Fig. 2 determines the demanded air flow
rate W ref

cp for the flow rate measurement position based
on the measured stack current Ist and the desired oxygen
excess ratio λref

O2
, as defined in [12] Eq. (27). Note here

that the reference flow W ref
cp (Ist, λ

ref
O2

) must be calculated
to support the stack load (Ist) and not Inet for steady-state
λ

O2
regulation. Then feedback control formulation can be
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applied to minimize the error between W ref
cp and Wcp

e
W

= W ref
cp − Wcp (9)

using compressor command vcm as shown in Fig. 2 and
proposed in [2].

Fig. 4 depicts the location of poles and zeros in the com-
pressor control (vcm) to error output (eW ) transfer function.
It can be seen that there exists a right-half-plane zero at
s = 82.07. The feedback controller from eW to vcm needs to
be tuned judiciously due to non-minimum phase (NMP) zero
in the open loop plant from vcm to eW . The non-minimum
phase behavior in fuel cell dynamics is first introduced in [9],
but only referred to the input/output pair, compressor motor
voltage (vcm) to net power (Pnet). The variable Pnet is
neither directly measured nor used for feedback in a vehicle
application and thus the NMP dynamics identified in [9] do
not impose any control limitations. The NMP behavior from
vcm to eW imposes bandwidth limitation [13] on the ability
of air flow Wcp to track flow requirement W ref

cp (Ist), which
is empirically observed in [2].

V. FEEDBACK CONTROL DESIGN

A feedback controller design will be performed based
on the following facts: (i) fast closed-loop bandwidth for
regulating compressor airflow Wcp does not guarantee the
bandwidth of performance output λ

O2
; (ii) there exists feed-

back bandwidth limitation due to the NMP zero at s = 82.07;
(iii) baseline results for the controller design should be
those with Inet-based feedforward controller, because high
frequency control effort in air supply compressor degrades
λ

O2
regulation. Thus feedback control is tuned to only

minimize steady state error.
A proportional and integral (PI) controller can be applied

to the difference of Wcp and W ref
cp . The voltage control

command can be written as

vcm(t)=vff
cm(t) + vfb

cm(t)

=f(Inet) + KP

(
W ref

cp (Ist(t)) − Wcp(t)
)

+KI

∫ t

0

(
W ref

cp (Ist(τ)) − Wcp(τ)
)
dτ. (10)

Fig. 5 shows the performance for feedforward and feed-
back+feedforward control. During a step input of net current
Inet, the oxygen excess ratio initially drops because the addi-
tional air flow that can compensate the amount of increased
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Fig. 5. Closed-loop fuel cell simulation
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current has not yet reached the cathode. The oxygen excess
ratio λ

O2
recovers quickly due to the feedforward control

and settles to the desired steady-state value with no error
due to the PI controller. Frequency responses in Fig. 6 show
the differences when adding feedback control. The feedback
controller with very slow bandwidth (< 0.1 rad/s) rejects the
low-frequency disturbance inputs, without increasing control
effort at frequencies where it is actually harmful to λ

O2

regulation.
Apart from the stability considerations in the PI gain

tuning, high frequency vcm commands (> 100 rad/s) should
be avoided. The effect of high frequency control signals
can be explained more clearly in the frequency domain.
Fig. 7 shows the frequency response from compressor motor
command vcm to measurement Wcp and performance output
λ

O2
. As can be seen in the figure, vcm contributes to λ

O2
in

the opposite direction after 100 rad/s, while effects of vcm to
compressor airflow Wcp naturally roll off at high frequency.
This demonstrates that high frequency compressor command
increases only the stack current but does not necessarily
help in supplying air to the cathode. Finally the PI gain is
determined in a way not to deteriorate the performance in
high frequency (> 100 rad/s) and achieve zero steady-state.
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Thus, the difficulty and control limitations are more pro-
nounced in the case where the compressor is powered di-
rectly by the fuel cell and not an auxiliary power unit. In fact
the limitation in controlling oxygen starvation becomes more
severe from the compressor and fuel cell electric coupling
and not from the manifold filing dynamics as frequently
quoted in literature [3], [4], [11], [14]. Indeed, when the
compressor power is drawn directly from the fuel cell, there
is a direct conflict between regulating the compressor air
mass flow and regulating the oxygen excess ratio. Fast air
flow control requires large compressor power that increases
the current drawn from the stack. This direct coupling
between the actuator signal vcm and the performance variable
λ

O2
especially at high frequencies exacerbates the difficulties

in controlling the air flow to the fuel cell during step increase
in load.

VI. CONCLUSION

Control design limitations of a power-autonomous fuel cell
system are discussed in this paper. A low-order FC system
model has been introduced to describe the flow and power
dynamics using physical principles and stack polarization.
The inertial dynamics of the compressor, manifold filling
dynamics and partial pressures are captured.

Different feedforward architectures were considered and
analyzed. The coupling between the power and flow paths
through in a compressor driven fuel cell stack is clarified.
This coupling imposes control limitations manifested through
a NMP-zero in the air flow control path.

APPENDIX I
FUEL CELL SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a fuel cell stack with active cell area of Afc

= 280 cm2 and n = 381 number of cells with 75 kW gross
power output that is applicable for automotive and residential
use. The performance variables for the FC power system are
(i) the stack voltage vst that directly influences the stack
power generated Pfc = vstIst when the load (current) Ist is
drawn from the stack, and (ii) the oxygen excess ratio λ

O2
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the cathode that indirectly ensures adequate oxygen supply
to the stack.

Stack voltage is calculated as the product of the number
of cells and cell voltage vst = nvfc. The combined effect of
thermodynamics, kinetics, and ohmic resistance determines
the output voltage of the cell

vfc = E − vact − vohm − vconc (11)

where E is the open circuit voltage, vact is the activation
loss, vohm is the ohmic loss, and vconc is the concentration
loss. The detailed equation of the FC voltage, also known as,
polarization characteristic can be found in [3]. Depending on
the load (current) drawn from the fuel cell and the air supply
to the fuel cell, the stack voltage varies between 220 V to
350 V.

The FC voltage is given as static function of current
density ifc = Ist/Afc and several other variables such as
oxygen and hydrogen partial pressures p

O2
and p

H2
, cathode

pressure pca, temperature Tst and humidity λm. Although we
assume instantaneous electrochemical reaction and negligible
electrode double layer capacity, the FC voltage has a rich
dynamic behavior due to its dependance on dynamically
varying stack variables (ifc, pO2

, pca, p
H2

, Tst, λm). We as-
sume a compressed hydrogen supply as shown in Fig. 8 that
simplifies the control of anode reactant flow. The cooler and
humidifier are neglected for this work because their power
requirement are smaller than the compressor power [15].

The dynamic behavior of the variables associated with the
air flow control, namely, oxygen pressure p

O2
, total cathode

pressure pca, and oxygen excess ratio in the cathode λ
O2

can be found in [3], [9]. The flow dynamics of the oxygen
and hydrogen reactants are governed by pressure dynamics
through flow channels, manifolds, orifices.

The mass continuity of the oxygen and nitrogen inside the
cathode volume and ideal gas law yield

dp
O2

dt
=

R̄Tst

M
O2

Vca

(
W

O2 ,in − W
O2 ,out − W

O2 ,rct

)
, (12)

dp
N2

dt
=

R̄Tst

M
N2

Vca

(
W

N2 ,in − W
N2 ,out

)
(13)

where Vca is the lumped volume of cathode, R̄ is the
universal gas constant, and M

O2
and M

N2
are the molar

mass of oxygen and nitrogen, respectively.
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The compressor motor state is associated with the rota-
tional dynamics of the motor through thermodynamic equa-
tions. A lumped rotational inertia is used to describe the
compressor with the compressor rotational speed ωcp

dωcp

dt
=

1

Jcp

(τcm − τcp) (14)

where τcm is the compressor motor torque and τcp is the
load torque of the compressor.

The rate of change of air pressure in the supply manifold
that connects the compressor with the fuel cell (shown in
Fig. 8) depends on the compressor flow into the supply
manifold Wcp, the flow out of the supply manifold into the
cathode Wca,in and the compressor flow temperature Tcp

dpsm

dt
=

R̄Tcp

Ma,atmVsm

(Wcp − Wca,in) (15)

where Vsm is the supply manifold volume and Ma,atm is the
molar mass of atmospheric air.

The inlet mass flow rate of oxygen W
O2 ,in and nitrogen

W
N2 ,in can be calculated from the inlet cathode flow Wca,in

as follows

W
O2 ,in =

x
O2 ,atm

1 + watm

Wca,in, W
N2 ,in =

1 − x
O2 ,atm

1 + watm

Wca,in

(16)
where x

O2 ,atm is the oxygen mass fraction of the inlet air
associated with the oxygen molar ratio y

O2 ,atm = 0.21 and
watm is the humidity ratio of inlet air.

The supply manifold model describes the mass flow rate
from the compressor to the outlet mass flow. A linear flow-
pressure condition Wca,in = kca,in(psm − pca) is assumed
due to the small pressure difference between the supply
manifold psm and the cathode pressure pca which is the
sum of oxygen, nitrogen and vapor partial pressures pca =
p

O2
+ p

N2
+ psat with the vapor saturation pressure psat =

psat(Tst). The total flow rate at the cathode exit Wca,out is
calculated by the nozzle flow equation because the pressure
difference between the cathode and the ambient pressure is
large in pressurized stacks.

The rate of oxygen consumption W
O2 ,rct = M

O2

nIst

4F
in

(12) depends on the stack current Ist and the Faraday number
F . The oxygen excess ratio

λ
O2

=
W

O2 ,in

W
O2 ,rct

(17)

is typically regulated at λref
O2

= 2 to reduce the formation
of stagnant vapor and nitrogen films in the electrochemical
area. Values of λ

O2
lower than 1 indicate oxygen starvation

and has serious consequences in the stack life.
The compressor motor torque τcm = Pcm/ωcp depends

on the power

Pcm = vcm(vcm − kvωcp)/Rcm (18)

provided by the compressor motor, which is calculated using
the compressor motor voltage input vcm and its rotational
speed ωcp. In this paper, the compressor power is supplied
directly from the fuel cell instead of a secondary battery,
establishing a power-autonomous fuel cell system (Fig. 1).
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